Project 2 resubmission

Note: this work is optional.

Purpose
Similarly to project 1, you may resubmit work for project 2 if you wish.
In this case however, your grade may increase, stay the same, or decrease. The possible change is still by one grade at the most.
You must take into account the comments that were made in your current grading.
Only do this resubmission if you feel you can truly improve on your first submission, and if your time allows it. Remember that there is a final project coming up.

Preliminaries
Create a proj2_resub folder under your course directory dropbox

Deliverables
Submit the following
- your scene (project2_resub.mb) (and other related files, if any)
- only one image, which we will use as the thumbnail (thumbnail.jpg)
- your new generated video; name it: netid.ext (ext being: avi, mov, mp4, etc)

Due Date
Friday 4/12/19, 11 pm